Supercapacitors based on conducting polymers promise to bridge the gap between the high power densities of carbon-based double-layer capacitors and the high energy densities of batteries. While much work has focused on improving the specific capacitance of these materials, emerging applications also demand competitive performance with regards to a variety of other criteria, including long-term cycling stability, mechanical robustness, and scalability of fabrication. There is no consolidated summary in the literature, however, of the specific strategies used to target these individual metrics as well as the tradeoffs that exist between them. Herein, we review the most recent progress in engineering high performance conducting polymer-based supercapacitor electrodes, emphasizing the successful techniques for polymer synthesis, nanostructuring, and compositing with carbon or metal oxides which have been used to optimize each of the most important supercapacitor performance metrics.
Introduction
Concerns over climate change and the availability of fossil fuels are driving efforts towards renewable and sustainable energy production. Although the use of these energy resources has grown significantly in recent years, 1-3 further adoption of renewables will require the development of improved energy storage technologies to regulate and distribute power generated by intermittent sources such as wind and solar. [4] [5] [6] While batteries are currently at the forefront of energy storage today, they are inherently limited in their power density: they store energy through chemical changes and reorganization of their bulk structure, a process which presents severe kinetic limitations. [7] [8] [9] These charge storage processes also limit the lifetime of batteries, making them unsuitable for applications requiring many charge/discharge cycles. 10, 11 Supercapacitors present a promising alternative to meet the current demand for improved energy storage technologies. These devices' high power density, long cycle life, low maintenance requirements, and safety make them attractive as replacements or complements to conventional lithium ion batteries. 12, 13 In fact, supercapacitors are already employed on a commercial level in a variety of applications, from industrial power management to transportation and consumer electronics.
where C is the double-layer capacitance, is the permittivity of the dielectric separating the charges, A is the surface area of the electrode, and d is the distance between the electrode and electrolyte ions. EDLCs are typically made from carbon-based materials, which can be synthesized with extremely high surface areas (typically up to 1,000 -2,000 m 2 /g) 24 and possess the additional advantages of high conductivity, low cost, and well-established processing techniques. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] These carbon-based EDLCs typically exhibit specific capacitance values ranging from 50 F/g to 350 F/g. 16, 29, 30 In addition to the non-faradaic double-layer charge storage process utilized in EDLCs, other classes of materials store charge through pseudocapacitance: fast, reversible redox reactions at or near the electrode surface, including ion intercalation, underpotential deposition, or specific adsorption of ions. 31, 32 These additional charge storage mechanisms allow for increased capacitance and have the potential to bring the energy density of supercapacitors closer to that of batteries while maintaining the high power density of EDLCs.
Of these pseudocapacitive materials, conducting polymers show particular promise for high-performing supercapacitor devices. First demonstrated for supercapacitor applications in the 1990s, 33 conducting polymers exhibit pseudocapacitance through doping and de-doping of the polymer backbone, which results in intercalation and de-intercalation of electrolyte ions within the polymer electrode to maintain charge neutrality. 34 This charge storage mechanism allows many conducting polymers, namely polyaniline (PANI), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), and polypyrrole (PPy), to exhibit specific capacitance comparable to or higher than many metal oxides, the other main class of pseudocapacitive material. 30, 35 Conducting polymers are also advantageous based on their high conductivity (imparted by their conjugated backbones, which allow for delocalization of π-electrons over the entirety of the polymer chain), [36] [37] [38] low cost, and facile processability. 39, 40 Furthermore, their mechanical properties have the potential to enable supercapacitors which are lightweight, stretchable, or flexible, key drivers for integration into novel technologies such as wearable electronics, roll-up displays, or bio-implantable devices. [41] [42] [43] These advantages over other classes of supercapacitor material have motivated much research effort towards developing enhanced conducting polymer-based electrodes.
Here, we review the recent progress in optimizing several of the most crucial performance metrics for conducting polymer-based supercapacitors ( Fig. 1 ): specific capacitance, electrical conductivity, cycling stability, mechanical robustness, and fabrication scalability. An understanding of the synthesis and nanostructuring techniques available to specifically influence each of these individual performance criteria will be crucial for the rational design of improved conducting polymer electrodes. 
Specific Capacitance

Charge Storage Fundamentals
A supercapacitor electrode's capacitance -its ability to store electric charge -provides the most direct insight into its energy storage capabilities, as energy scales linearly with capacitance:
where E is energy (J), C is capacitance (F), and V is voltage (V). Most commonly, capacitance is normalized based on the mass of active material in the electrode (yielding specific capacitance), although areal or volumetric capacitance may be more appropriate for some applications. 47 A supercapacitor's capacitance is affected foremost by the chemical identity and charge storage mechanism of the active material. For conducting polymers, maximum values of theoretical specific capacitance (CTh, F/g) are dictated by the polymer's doping mechanism and available oxidation states and can be calculated using the following equation:
where is the doping level per monomer unit, F is the Faraday constant (C/mol), Δ is the operating voltage range (V), and M is the molecular weight of the monomer (g/mol). Values of CTh for common conducting polymers are listed in Table 1 . Based on theoretical specific capacitance alone, PANI serves as the most competitive option for high performance conducting polymer supercapacitors. As described in the following sections, however, additional considerations must be made when selecting the optimal material for practical applications.
Note that these theoretical capacitance values can vary from source to source depending on the assumptions used in the above calculation. The doping levels ( ) in Table 1 serve as representative average levels under standard conditions but in practice can vary significantly depending on the identity of the dopant and processing methods used. PPy, for example, has been shown to exhibit doping levels ranging from 20-40%. 49 One must also consider the reversibility of the doping process when reporting the value of . The value of 0.5 for PANI in Table 1 assumes a fully reversible process of doping from the leucoemeraldine to the emeraldine state. 50 Some sources perform this calculation assuming an value of 1, corresponding to the transition to the fully oxidized pernigraniline state. This higher doping level, however, induces irreversible chemical changes to the polymer, making the resulting higher CTh value impractical for real world applications. 48 The values of Δ in the above equation can vary between sources as well based on the assumed doping level (a higher doping level for a given polymer will require a greater voltage window) and the testing conditions used, such as the identity and concentration of the electrolyte ions. 51 Furthermore, the theoretical capacitance calculation described here ignores the contribution of double-layer charging, which will occur in parallel to pseudocapacitive doping and increase the overall capacitance of the device. This contribution will be proportional to the surface area of the electrode and is often assumed to have a maximum value of 320 F/g by analogy with high surface area activated carbon. 48, 52 57 Furthermore, as discussed in the following sections, compositing can also improve the material utilization efficiency, conductivity, or cycling stability of an electrode.
Experimental capacitance values for various conducting polymers and polymer-based composites are summarized in Fig. 2 .
In both composite and pure-polymer systems, the specific capacitance is often much lower than the theoretical limits. This discrepancy can in large part be attributed to inefficient utilization of the active material: due to the relatively low ionic conductivity and often dense structure of conductive polymer films, typical pseudocapacitive processes only take place within the first few tens of nanometers of the electrode-electrolyte interface (Fig. 3a) . 16, 58 Consequently, any active material deeper within the bulk of the electrode is wasted, decreasing the specific capacitance of the electrode. This issue is particularly pronounced at high charge/discharge rates, where the slow kinetics of ion diffusion can impact device performance even more drastically. Strategies for improving both the specific capacitance and rate capability of conducting polymer electrodes are thus largely focused on increasing material utilization efficiency: creating high surface area nanostructures which possess short ion diffusion length scales and allow facile infiltration of electrolyte throughout the electrode bulk (Fig. 3b) . 
Enhancing Material Utilization Efficiency
Efficient material utilization requires the majority of the pseudocapacitive material to be located within nanometers of the electrode-electrolyte interface. It should be noted that simply utilizing very thin films of active material can eliminate issues with ion diffusion kinetics and nominally circumvent this issue. Zhang et al. fabricated an ultrathin (300 nm) layer of PEDOT:PSS on graphite foil which maintained its capacitive performance even at ultrahigh scan rates up to 1,000 V/s. 59 Although these electrodes were suitable for the AC line-filtering for which they were designed, however, most practical applications require a much larger total mass or volume of active material. Moreover, the small masses utilized for thin, flat films often introduce experimental error. 53 One of the primary challenges for optimal ion mobility is therefore to develop nanostructuring techniques which yield short diffusion lengths within bulk materials without sacrificing the total quantities of active mass necessary for sufficient energy storage.
One-dimensional (1D) materials are particularly attractive for this purpose due to their high surface area and high aspect ratios. Polymer-based filamentous structures (nanowires, [60] [61] [62] nanorods, [63] [64] [65] and nanofibers 44, 66, 67 ) (Fig. 4a) , synthesized by techniques such as templating, electrospinning, or lithography, 68 have all been utilized in high-performing electrodes. The ordering of these 1D materials plays a significant role in determining material utilization efficiency: vertically-aligned PANI nanowire arrays on graphene oxide sheets have been shown to achieve a specific capacitance of 555 F/g (Fig. 4b) , whereas randomly-oriented PANI nanowires fabricated by the same method yielded only 298 F/g. 69 In the former case, the regular ordering of the arrays maximized the overall quantity of PANI in the supercapacitor which was accessible to the electrolyte and thus able to participate in pseudocapacitance reactions. To further optimize 1D morphologies like this, it can be useful to estimate the average diffusion length of ions in the electrode. This can be accomplished using a known diffusion coefficient for the given polymer/electrolyte system 70 and a characteristic diffusion time, determined at a certain voltage using electrochemical impedance analysis. If this diffusion length is greater or equal to the diameter of the 1D polymer structure, then it can be inferred that the system is not limited by ion diffusion within the polymer. In addition to short ion diffusion distances within the active material, a high-performing conducting polymer nanostructure must also be optimized for electrolyte infiltration. Three-dimensional, high surface area morphologies are very effective for this purpose. Most commonly, conducting polymers are deposited on substrates such as nickel foam which possess uniform macroporous structures to simultaneously facilitate high surface area and facile ion diffusion. [75] [76] [77] Zhou et al., for example, achieved an impressive specific capacitance of 2,223 F/g using a CoO@PPy nanowire array deposited onto nickel foam (Fig. 4c ). 71 Hydrogels with large, interconnected pores have also shown promise as materials for rapid ion diffusion kinetics and excellent rate capability. [78] [79] [80] [81] PANI hydrogels synthesized by Pan et al., for example, experienced only a 7% capacitance loss upon increasing current density from 0.5 A/g to 5 A/g (from 450 F/g to 420 F/g). 82 Other surface features can drastically enhance electrolyte infiltration as well: hollow micro/nanoscale "horns" made from electropolymerization of PPy can both increase the surface area of the electrode and create pathways for transport of electrolyte to the electrode bulk ( Fig.   4d ). 72 These favorable traits yielded competitive rate capability, with 90% capacitance retention when increasing current density from 3 A/g to 24 A/g.
The specific capacitance and rate capability of conducting polymer-based electrodes can also be enhanced by incorporating carbon-based frameworks which decrease the packing density of the electrode materials to enhance ion mobility. These carbon structures include carbon nanotube or nanofiber networks ( Fig. 4e ) 53, 73, 83 and layers of graphene oxide sheets. 74 Islam et al.
have demonstrated this approach by creating self-assembled layers of graphene oxide separated by PEDOT:PSS and CNTs (Fig. 4f) . 74 The interlayer d-spacing between these sheets (300 to 650 pm) was measured to be on the order of the hydrated ionic radii of the SO4 2-and H3O + electrolyte ions, which facilitated effective ion penetration into the structure. The authors subsequently reported a specific capacitance of 266 F/g at a high current density of 10 A/g, a relatively small decrease compared to the value of 328 F/g at 1 A/g. This strategy of decreasing the packing density of active materials can also be carried out on a molecular level by introducing large dopants into the polymer matrix, which can create space between polymer chains enhance ionic conductivity. 84 Ingram et al. utilized large polysulfonated aromatic anions as a PPy dopant, which remained immobile in the polymer matrix to create bridges between the positively-charged polymer chains, thereby opening channels within the structure to facilitate ion transport. 85 These electrodes, which achieved areal capacitances of up to 0.40 F/cm 2 , maintained good capacitive behavior at scan rates as high as 300 mV/s.
While facile electrolyte infiltration is crucial to efficient material utilization, excess electrolyte stored in porous structures can actually lower specific capacitance by introducing inactive mass to the electrode. Although increasing porosity will increase overall surface area, not all pore sizes contribute to increased capacitance: micropores (< 2 nm) will typically be too small for electrolyte ions to access, and macropores (> 50 nm) primarily contain redundant electrolyte, introducing wasted volume. 86 Recent work has modified the pore size distributions of conducting polymer electrodes to explore and address this issue. 87 Wang et al. 88 utilized quaternary amine groups to modify nanocellulose fiber substrates prior to PPy polymerization; this cationic surface modification was found to reduce the macropore volume of the polymer while maintaining the micro-and mesopore structure. The resulting pore structure was found to yield higher volumetric capacitances than PPy synthesized on unmodified substrates. While pore size optimization such as this has been heavily investigated for carbon-based EDLCs, [89] [90] [91] there are few analogous studies for pseudocapacitive materials such as conducting polymers.
Another promising means of improving ion accessibility and material utilization is the development of self-doping polymer structures. 92, 93 Christinelli et al. developed layer-by-layer electrodes of poly(o-methoxyaniline) (POMA) and poly(3-thiophene acetic acid) (PTTA), in which the POMA served as the pseudocapacitive polymer and the PTTA provided carboxylate anions to balance the positive charges on the POMA. 94 This strategy reduces the need for intercalation of electrolyte ions and thus enables increased mass loading without sacrificing material utilization: the specific capacitance of these electrodes increased nearly linearly as the number of POMA/PTTA bilayers increased (up to 140 F/g for 112 bilayers).
Electrical Conductivity
High electrical conductivity is a crucial requirement for supercapacitors, as it enables the fast charge transfer kinetics required for operating at high power. The combined effect of all the electronic and ionic resistances in a device which limit its power density are expressed as the equivalent series resistance (ESR). These sources of resistance, summarized in Fig. 5 , include ion transport in the electrolyte, ion transport within the electrode, and electrical conduction within the electrode and all other device components (current collector, leads, etc.). 86 Much like the issues with ionic transport discussed in the previous section, enhancing electrical conductivity in supercapacitor electrodes is inherently linked with improving specific capacitance. However, given the distinct synthesis and engineering strategies which can be employed to target electrical conductivity specifically, here we discuss this as a separate performance metric for optimization of conducting polymer-based electrodes. The electrical conductivity of a conducting polymer is largely determined by its doping level, as dopants introduce the free charge carriers responsible for the polymers' conductivity. 95 These doping levels are intrinsically limited by the structure of the conducting polymer itself based on how closely charges can be spaced along the polymer chain (typically less than one dopant per monomer). 33 However, the identity of the dopant and synthesis conditions can play a large role in determining doping level. Large dopant counterions, for example, will suffer from poor mobility within the polymer during synthesis, which may lead to reduced doping levels. 96 High electrical conductivity also requires high charge carrier mobility, both within and between polymer chains. [97] [98] [99] Intra-chain conductivity is primarily limited by conjugation length and can be enhanced by minimizing the number of defects in the polymer which disrupt the delocalized π system. Inter-chain conductivity is facilitated by chain alignment and polymer crystallinity. [100] [101] [102] [103] Growth of single crystal PEDOT nanowires through vapor phase polymerization, for example, has yielded ultrahigh conductivity of approximately 8,000 S/cm; this value is higher than any reached for PANI or PPy to date. 97 The inter-chain π-π stacking that promotes high molecular ordering can also be enhanced using aromatic dopants, which promote anisotropic growth of polymer films and thus higher conductivity compared to films grown with spherical, non-aromatic dopants. 96 Interfacing conducting polymers with graphene is also an effective strategy for enhancing crystallinity, as the strong π-π interactions introduced by graphene promote compact packing and high inter-chain charge carrier mobility. 104, 105 Kim et al.
demonstrated the use of a PANI/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) film which achieved a conductivity of 906 S/cm, higher than that of PANI or the rGO alone (580 S/cm and 46.5 S/cm, respectively).
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In addition to the resistance originating within the polymer itself, further sources of resistance may arise when integrating conducting polymers into electrodes. It is common practice to use nonconductive polymer binders such as polytetrafluoroethylene and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) to adhere the electrode material to the current collector. [107] [108] [109] These insulating binders limit the electrode's electronic conductivity, often reduce ionic conductivity (due to their hydrophobicity), and reduce specific capacitance by adding inactive weight to the electrode. 110 Some effort has been devoted to developing binder materials made from conducting polymers, including PEDOT/graphene oxide composites 110, 111 or PANI combined with additives such as aromatic sulfonic acid dopants and polyol. 112 The latter approach by Kang et al. yielded binders with 20-25% greater adhesion than the conventional PVDF, with an electrical conductivity of 1.1 S/cm. 112 Interfacial resistance between the active material and current collector can also impact a device's ESR. Certain anionic dopants can address this issue by increasing adhesion of the polymer active material to the substrate. Dopants with chelating properties such as tiron (a sulfonate aromatic compound) 113, 114 and sulfanilic acid azochromotrop 115 have been reported to promote uniform and adherent film formation: their phenolic hydroxyl groups are able to deprotonate and bind with the metal ions of the current collector, which both improves polymer adhesion and facilitates charge transfer. 113 Most commonly, these issues with binders and current collector adhesion are addressed by synthesizing the electrode's active material directly onto the currently collector or fabricating the active material as a freestanding film. 116 The former strategy is commonly accomplished by synthesis (typically electrochemical polymerization) directly onto high surface area conductive substrates such as nickel foam, [75] [76] [77] 117 carbon nanotube-based frameworks, 118, 119 or graphene. 104, 120 Note that while improvements to the conductivity of conducting polymer-based electrodes such as these are certainly beneficial, electrical conductivity is less of an issue for conducting polymers than it is for other classes of supercapacitor material. In fact, many have used conducting polymers as a means of improving the conductivity of other materials. 119, 121, 122 As the polymer is oxidized or reduced during charging/discharging, ions from the electrolyte intercalate in or out of the material to maintain charge neutrality, which causes the active material to swell or shrink. 147, 148 This process can damage the microscopic hierarchical structure of the electrode as well as cause molecular-scale disruptions such as polymer chain disorder or the collapse of ion flow channels, rendering the polymer unable to effectively store charge. 49, 149 One of the dominant approaches for improving supercapacitor stability is to incorporate
conducting polymers into open and/or flexible networks which can adapt to volumetric changes and thus maintain the mechanical integrity of the electrode after repeated cycling. layers of titanium carbide yielded electrodes with almost no capacitance degradation after 20,000
cycles, while pristine PPy retained only 70% of its capacitance under the same conditions. 158 As was the case for layered graphene sheets, the titanium carbide sheets accommodated the swelling of the conducting polymer; this process is facilitated by the strong chemical interactions between the polymer and MXene. 158, 159 Volumetric changes during charging/discharging can also be accommodated using composites based on polymers alone. The flexible, porous nature of hydrogels makes these structures particularly effective in alleviating mechanical stress during cycling: [160] [161] [162] polyanilinecontaining hybrid hydrogel networks have achieved 92% capacitance retention after 35,000
cycles. 149 Recent work in developing interpenetrating networks of conducting polymer in a flexible, cross-linked ionically conductive matrix has also yielded enhancements in cycling stability: PEDOT interpenetrated in a PEO-based network yielded 97.5% capacitance retention after 3,000 cycles, while neat PEDOT prepared under similar conditions retained only 82% after 1,200 cycles 163 (Fig. 6a) . In this structure, the flexible PEO network served as a mechanical buffer to suppress mechanical stress in the electrode. Cycling stability can also be improved by introducing a protecting layer to suppress the polymer's volumetric changes. Adding a thin carbonaceous shell to PANI or PPy nanowires has been shown to drastically improve cycling stability. For the case of carbon-coated PPy, 85%
capacitance retention was observed after 10,000 cycles, while bare PPy tested under the same conditions retained less than 25% of its initial capacitance after 10,000 cycles (Fig. 6b) . 145 This approach has been utilized for other materials as well: in one case, the addition of a thin carbonaceous layer on polyvinylferrocene/polypyrrole hybrids enabled capacitance retention of 94.5% after 3,000 cycles (without the coating, only 60% retention was observed after 1,000 cycles). 165 More recently, PANI nanowires have been confined inside 10 nm-diameter CNTs to achieve a similar effect in which the CNT nano-channels help suppress structural changes of the polymer throughout cycling. 166 It should be noted however, that the addition of a carbon protecting layer can negatively impact the electrode's rate capability, as the carbon hinders ion diffusion to the polymer core. 145 Tradeoffs such as this between stability and rate capability must be taken into consideration when designing an electrode for a particular application.
Metal oxides have also been successfully used as protecting layers for conducting polymers, which has the added benefit of introducing additional charge storage mechanisms to generally increase specific capacitance. Xia et al. demonstrated RuO2 to be an effective protecting layer by synthesizing core-shell PANI-RuO2 nanofiber arrays. 167 They attribute the material's high stability (88% capacitance retention after 10,000 cycles) to the metal oxide's ability to tolerate the polymer's volumetric changes and prevent structural changes to the PANI nanofiber during cycling. Moreover, as RuO2 itself is a highly pseudocapacitive material, the addition of the protecting layer enabled a high specific capacitance of 710 F/g. Note, however, that the prohibitively high cost of RuO2 would make electrodes like this difficult to scale to a commercial level. Shao et al. demonstrated the promise of the protecting layer approach as well, coating PPy nanowires with layered double hydroxides based on nickel and cobalt. 168 While their pristine PPy nanowires retained only 24.7% of their specific capacitance after 2,000 cycles, the NiCo core-shell structure retained 90.7% after the same number of cycles -an increase which can once again be attributed to the protecting layer suppressing the polymer's swelling and shrinking.
Synthesis strategies that improve the molecular ordering of a conducting polymer can also enhance cycling stability. Recently, Huang et al. demonstrated 97% specific capacitance retention after 15,000 cycles and 86% retention after 100,000 cycles for electropolymerized PPy on a stainless steel mesh (Fig. 6c) . 164 These capacitance retention values are significantly higher than those of most electrodes made from pure conducting polymers. It is hypothesized that the electropolymerization process used in this work promotes good molecular ordering, which creates uniform stress distribution and fast charge transfer throughout the polymer. However, further investigations are necessary given that many conducting polymer electrodes synthesized by similar electropolymerization methods do not achieve such impressive stability. 169, 170 Select anionic dopants can also influence molecular-scale ordering to improve stability as well. Doping PPy with β-naphthalene sulfonate ions has yielded electrodes with 97.5% capacitance retention after 10,000 cycles; 144 these bulky anions are largely immobile in the polymer matrix and thus prevent the collapse of ion conducting channels during cycling.
Overoxidation-Induced Degradation
In addition to these issues induced by volumetric changes, overoxidation of the polymer caused by operating outside of an appropriate potential window can also limit long-term device performance. 49, 171 PANI, for example, will degrade at high potentials to yield products such as hydroquinone and p-aminophenol. 172, 173 Similarly, in polythiophene-based polymers such as PEDOT, sulfur from the thiophene ring can bond to oxygen from the solvent at high potentials, ultimately resulting in the production of SO2. [174] [175] [176] In both of these cases, irreversible chemical changes disrupt the conjugated polymer backbone, drastically decreasing the electrical conductivity (and thus the charge storage ability) of the material. 177 PPy nanobrush electrodes, for example, have exhibited 80% capacitance retention after 30,000 cycles when operated over a range of 0.6 V, but when operating at 0.8 V the electrodes reached 80% retention at only 12,000 cycles. 178 The operating voltage of a supercapacitor can be enhanced without these overoxidation issues using an asymmetric device configuration, in which the two electrodes are composed of different polymers with distinct stable potential windows. 179 In this case, it is possible for the maximum voltage window of a device to reach the stability limit of the electrolyte (1.0-1.3 V for aqueous electrolytes and 2.5-2.7 V for organic electrolytes). 180 Capacitance retention under high voltage windows can also be enhanced using pretreatments at lower voltages. Priming PANI nanofiber electrodes by performing 10,000 cycles from 0 to 0.5 V at 25 A/g before increasing the upper voltage to 0.8 V has been shown to yield significant improvements in stability: after this pretreatment, the electrodes exhibited 93% capacitance retention after 10,000 cycles, while electrodes without the pretreatment retained only 87% of their initial capacitance under the same 0.8 V window. 181 It is hypothesized that this priming process gradually relaxes the molecular structure of the polymer to improve electrochemical stability. Given that this type of pretreatment can require several hours, however, this strategy may not be suitable for all applications.
Mechanical Robustness
The unique mechanical properties of conducting polymers enable supercapacitor electrodes which exhibit flexibility, stretchability, or toughness while maintaining competitive energy storage properties. The mechanical stability challenges here are of a different nature than the ones caused by swelling and de-swelling by doping ions: they are affected by the shape factors of the structure and stretching/bending/shear stresses induced by macroscopic deformations.
Flexible Supercapacitors
Of these desired mechanical properties, flexibility has been studied the most thoroughly in the supercapacitor field, most commonly using carbon-based electrodes. 182, 183 However, the energy storage capacity of these EDLC materials is limited by their lack of pseudocapacitance.
Thus, integrating conducting polymers into carbon-based substrates provides a means of achieving high flexibility without sacrificing high specific capacitance. 58, [184] [185] [186] The high inherent flexibility of PPy makes it particularly popular for this application relative to PANI or PEDOT. 30 Zhou et al.,
for example, developed solid-state supercapacitors from composites films of CNTs and PPy. 187 These devices exhibited nearly unchanged capacitive behavior upon bending to 120º, folding into an 'S' shape, and twisting (Fig. 7a) . Although carbon-based composites such as these are the most common class of flexible supercapacitor electrode, the inherent flexibility of many polymers enables the fabrication of pure polymer-based flexible electrodes without carbon as well. [188] [189] [190] Shi et al., for example, synthesized PPy hydrogels which exhibited less than 3% capacitance decrease when bent to a radius of curvature of 3 mm. 191 The group attributed this high flexibility to the open space created by the pores of the PPy network, which can accommodate deformations during bending. Flexible materials such as these show particular promise in applications for wearable electronics, as demonstrated by recent work to create ring-shaped supercapacitor devices 41 ( Fig.   7b ) or weavable supercapacitor fibers 42 out of these materials. 
Stretchable Supercapacitors
Stretchability is another key trait for supercapacitors implemented in practical applications.
Conducting polymers are particularly well-suited for this application given that they possess some inherent stretchability. 196 Thus, they can be integrated into stretchable devices without the use of complex fabrication techniques: while rigid materials such as metals are typically incorporated into stretchable electrodes using serpentine structures or percolating nanostructured films, stretchable conducting polymer electrodes can be formed simply by using highly stretchable substrates such as textiles or polymer films. [197] [198] [199] Nylon, for example, has been used as an effective substrate for PPy to create electrodes which can undergo 1,000 stretching cycles under 100% strain without significant loss of specific capacitance. 200 The stretchability of these electrodes can be enhanced further by creating wavy or buckled structures, in which the active material and/or substrate is deposited onto a pre-strained polymer and subsequently released to a relaxed state. CNT films have been particularly well-studied as wavy stretchable substrates for conducting polymer-based electrodes. 41, 193 Thin films of PPy on wavy, pre-strained CNT paper, for example, can reach 600% strain without damage to the electrodes' mechanical or electrochemical properties (Fig. 7c) . 192 This approach can be generalized to fiber-shaped devices as well. Zhang et al. wrapped CNT sheets on pre-strained elastic polymer fibers, which were then used as a substrate for PANI electrodeposition (Fig. 7d) . 193 Their electrodes were able to stretch to over 400% of their original length without any significant changes in specific capacitance and maintained approximately 75% of their specific capacitance (decreasing from 106 F/g to 79 F/g) even after 5,000 cycles of applying a 300% strain then relaxing. Fiber-like devices such as these can enable omnidirectional stretching when woven into textiles. 42, 193 Omnidirectional or biaxial stretching can also be achieved by altering the pre-strain process of planar electrodes; such electrodes made from depositing CNT films and PANI on omnidirectionally stretched silicon rubber achieved good performance under omnidirectional strains of 200%. 201 Note that in many instances the specific capacitance of a device increases while stretched. 41, 192, 200 This phenomenon can be attributed to improved conductivity upon stretching, which may be caused by greater contact between the polymer and the substrate as well as improved molecular ordering within the polymer. Stretching can increase the electrode surface area as well by expanding wrinkles which were previously inaccessible to the electrolyte. In solid state devices, stretching can also improve the interfacial contact between the electrode and electrolyte and/or decrease the distance separating the two electrodes.
192,202,203
Self-Healing Supercapacitors
Recent efforts have sought to enhance the mechanical robustness of supercapacitors even further by developing self-healing devices, an improvement which could drastically increase device lifetimes and reliability. 204, 205 These devices typically employ self-healing polymers (e.g.
carboxylated polyurethane (PU)) as substrates or coatings, which usually derive their self-healing properties based on hydrogen bond-based supramolecular interactions. 206, 207 Sun et al., for example, utilized self-healing polymer fibers (synthesized from the Leibler method) 208 as supports for a composite of aligned carbon nanotubes and PANI, yielding an electrode that retained 92% of its initial capacitance after breaking and healing. 209 More recently, Wang et al. coated graphene oxide and PPy-based fiber springs with a self-healing PU shell to achieve 52.4% capacitance retention after three healing cycles. 210 Self-healing supercapacitors can also be fabricated using self-healing electrolytes. 211, 212 In contrast to the use of self-healing substrates or coatings, this approach does not add any additional inactive weight or volume to the device (which would lower specific capacitance). [212] [213] [214] Huang et al. demonstrated supercapacitor devices with PPy@CNT electrodes and a self-healing, dualcrosslinked polyacrylic acid electrolyte which completely retained its capacitance after 20 healing cycles.
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A particular challenge in the development of self-healing devices is ensuring re-alignment of the active materials upon healing, which is crucial for restoring electrical conductivity. This misalignment issue can be addressed manually by simply applying small patches of conductive material such as CNT paper. 192 Options for autonomous re-alignment exist as well: Huang et al.
incorporated magnetic nanoparticles into their PPy-based supercapacitors to help facilitate this process (Fig. 7e) . 194 Their yarn-based supercapacitors were also coated in a self-healing polyurethane shell to further promote reconnection of broken areas. The device retained 71.8% of its initial specific capacitance after four cycles of damage/healing.
Note that the conducting polymer active material itself does not participate in the selfhealing mechanism in any of the aforementioned devices. While a limited number of groups have worked towards integrating pseudocapacitive polymers into conductive, self-healing materials, [215] [216] [217] none of these polymers have been integrated into supercapacitor devices thus far. This remains a promising opportunity for next-generation self-healing supercapacitors.
Other Mechanically Robust Supercapacitors
In addition to flexibility, stretchability, and self-healing properties, other supercapacitors have been optimized to withstand a variety of other forms of mechanical impact. Compressible electrodes, for example, can recover their initial shape after undergoing large compressive deformation. 218, 219 These electrodes are formed by synthesizing conducting polymers onto compressible substrates such as hydrogels 220 or CNT sponges (Fig. 7f) . 119, 195 PPy-graphene foam developed by Zhao et al., for example, maintained its capacitive behavior after 1,000 cycles of 50% compression and relaxation due to its highly porous and flexible structure. 221 Polymer-based supercapacitors have also been engineered for resilience to cutting or tearing. Lyu et al. formed damage-resistant rGO/PPy composite electrodes using carbon fiber-reinforced cellulose substrates. 222 The cellulose in these electrodes provided high surface area and good intrinsic flexibility, while the carbon fibers improved the electrical conductivity and mechanical strength of the electrode -even upon damage of the cellulose fibers after repeated folding or tearing, the carbon fibers maintained the structural and electrical integrity of the substrate. Thus, the electrodes continued to perform well even after undergoing severe damage: after being cut twice the device maintained 93% of its specific capacitance, and after even more severe damage the supercapacitor exhibited 84% capacitance retention.
Fabrication Scalability
Despite the advances made in optimizing conducting polymer-based supercapacitors, the fabrication routes for many of the most successful electrodes are either too complex or costly to be implemented commercially. While other flexible electronic technologies such as electrochromic devices, 223 organic solar cells, 224 and organic LEDs 225, 226 have made great strides in integrating high-throughput roll-to-roll (R2R) fabrication techniques, the supercapacitor field has largely lagged behind in achieving similar advances. In fact, some of the most widely-used conducting polymer-based electrode fabrication techniques are severely limited in their scalability. 227 Electropolymerization, for example, cannot be integrated into R2R processing techniques and can often be time-intensive and costly. 228 Other synthesis methods such as those based on templates (e.g. anodic aluminum oxide, block copolymers, or porous silicate) can also be expensive and require tedious post-processing steps that limit throughput. 40, 229 One of the central requirements for integrating a synthesis method with R2R processes such as gravure coating, screen printing, or inkjet printing is preparing the active materials in the solution phase. 230 This can present a challenge for common conducting polymers such as PANI, PPy, and PEDOT, which are typically insoluble in most solvents. [231] [232] [233] R2R-compatible processing of these materials thus often requires surfactants to aid in solubilization. 234 Doping PANI with sufonic acid surfactants such as dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA) or camphosulfonic acid (CSA), for example, greatly improves solubility, 235 allowing the effective formation of inks for gravure printing 236 or inkjet printing. 237 Doping PEDOT with PSS yields a similar effect to create homogeneous polymer suspensions and thus drastically improve processability. For applications in screen printing, the addition of PSS has the added benefit of increasing solution viscosity, making it easier to reach the ~10 3 centipoise necessary to ensure proper adhesion of screen-printing inks to their substrates. 238 It should be noted, however, that the addition of compounds such as PSS can negatively impact the electrical conductivity of an electrode; thus, inks for spray-coating 239 or bar-coating 240 In addition to the development of solution-based, R2R-compatible fabrication methods, commercialization of polymer-based supercapacitor electrodes will ultimately depend on production and material costs. 244, 245 Although most conducting polymers themselves are relatively low cost -aniline in particular is cost-effective relative to the monomers of other common conducting polymers such as PPy and PEDOT 246 -it will be difficult for components such as RuO2 to be integrated into economically-competitive devices. 247, 248 In addition to eliminating these more expensive materials and minimizing the unused or wasted active material within an electrode, material costs can also be reduced by utilizing materials derived from natural sources. hybrid synthesized on ramie-derived carbon fibers which achieved a specific capacitance of 922 F/g at 1 A/g. 261 Finally, long-term adoption of these supercapacitor technologies will require the use of environmentally benign fabrication methods. 245 It will be necessary to adopt alternatives to the toxic or environmentally harmful reagents and solvents commonly used to process conducting polymers, including chlorinated oxidants or organic solvents such as chloroform, dichloromethane, and acetonitrile. 262 
Summary and Outlook
Bringing conducting polymer-based supercapacitors closer to commercialization will require the fabrication of electrodes that can satisfy all of the major performance criteria addressed in this review: high specific capacitance and rate capability, high electrical conductivity, long-term cycling stability, mechanical robustness, and scalable production procedures. Depending on the intended application, however, it is often necessary to optimize for specific performance metrics, evaluating the trade-offs that exist between the various supercapacitor materials and processing techniques. In choosing a conducting polymer, for example, PANI is a particularly attractive option for most practical applications, as it has both a higher theoretical specific capacitance 53 and lower precursor cost than both PPy and PEDOT. 246 In applications requiring operation under harsh environments, however, PEDOT may be more suitable, as it has greater environmental and thermal stability. 263, 264 PPy, on the other hand, has been utilized most frequently for flexible devices due to its favorable mechanical properties. 30 Furthermore, both PEDOT and PPy could be implemented in applications such as wearable electronics and bio-implantable devices, but the low biocompatibility and biodegradability of PANI would make it unsuitable for this purpose. 265 Trade-offs such as these are abundant between different polymer processing techniques as well. Solution-based synthesis methods are most scalable, for example, but often suffer from poorer performance relative to more timeintensive methods such as electropolymerization.
Our discussion herein of the fundamental processes influencing each supercapacitor performance metric and the trade-offs between them will hopefully serve as a platform for the development of next-generation polymer supercapacitors, providing insight into potential strategies for future work. Enhancing specific capacitance, one of the most important criteria in enabling supercapacitors to compete with the energy storage capabilities of batteries, will likely be accomplished through further development of nanostructures which optimize material utilization efficiency and ion accessibility. As has been the trend in recent years, we expect novel polymer-metal oxide composites to be the most effective in synergistically achieving ultrahigh capacitance levels. Optimization of specific capacitance will also be facilitated by eliminating issues with electrical conductivity in polymer-based electrodes. Efforts toward this goal should be directed towards the development of conductive binders, such that even materials prepared in powder form (e.g. by solution-based methods such as chemical oxidative polymerization) can be integrated into high conductivity, high performing electrodes. Further development of methods to make ultrahigh conductivity single crystal polymers, as has been done for PEDOT, 97 will also be beneficial.
Of all the performance metrics addressed in this work, long-term cycling stability is the most pressing for polymer-based electrodes. While the development of composite nanostructures to accommodate swelling and shrinking of the electrode material have shown promise thus far, more recent efforts to increase stability by enhancing the robustness of the polymer chains themselves (e.g. through improved molecular ordering) may prove to be even more promising in the future. Future efforts should be directed towards fundamental investigations of the effect of chain alignment, length, and defects on local strain in the polymer during cycling.
Future work will also advance the development of flexible, stretchable, or other mechanically robust polymer-based devices. Of particular interest is the development of synthetic strategies for multifunctional conducting polymers, for example by integrating both pseudocapacitive and self-healing properties into a single material. This type of approach could both simplify fabrication procedures and minimize inactive weight in a device.
Ultimately, the extent to which conducting polymer-based supercapacitors contribute to the next generation of energy storage will hinge upon their cost, which is limited by the scalability with which they are fabricated. Further efforts must be devoted to developing simple, solution-based synthesis processes which can be integrated with high-throughput R2R processing techniques without sacrificing device performance. Recent strategies to functionalize conducting polymers or create copolymers which improve solution processability while maintaining electrochemical properties are especially promising and should be investigated further.
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